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Abstract 
The major development variables was checked by the effects of taxation by using linear regression, and looking at the 
results and their discussions it is very clearly observed by the researchers that increased tax collection will boost the 
inflation, means producers are shifting the burden of taxes on the consumers which is not a good sign for the smooth 
economic system, and tax collections are not purely concerned with the investment means investors are not looking for 
the tax shelter or rebate but only they are looking to the opportunities, and finally tax collection have negative impact on 
Un-employment rate, which states that improved tax collections are properly utilized in productive opportunities in the 
result un-employment rate is decreasing. 
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Introduction 
This type of research is keen requirement of the economy of Pakistan especially for financial, public sectors; this research 
will help to policy makers in identifying the role of taxation in formulation of economic policies for Pakistan that will 
ultimately lead towards the economic growth which still policy makers are planning but difficult to achieve. 
Tax revenue is the income of governments that generated from side to side the levy of the inhabitants. It includes levy on 
manufacturing and imports, present duty on earnings and capital, money gains duty and social assistance. And a well-
designed structure of tax within the country is not only improving the competitiveness economic and industrial sector but 
also contributing for motivating economic activities so for the growth in the economy. Pakistan’s tax system is not 
functioning accordingly because of structural weaknesses for example: 
1. Narrow tax base, 
2. Massive tax evasions, 
3. Administrative weaknesses 
Despite the enhancement in tax collection/revenue, tax to GDP ratio of FBR is varying only between 8.5-9.6% during the 
last twelve years. Now a days Pakistan’s tax structure is distortionary and incentivizing massive tax evasion (E-Survey, 
2012-2013). 
There is a general view about the GDP ratio, that it can be increased only when all the sectors of economy contribute 
properly to the tax revenue 
Figure:1 FBR Tax Revenue as Percentage of 
 
Source: Economic Survey of Pakistan 2012-13. 
In order to raise the tax income like a percentage of Gross Domestic Production, levy policy of Pakistan is primly focusing 
on buoyancy of tax system, in broadening the tax base, and distortions are trying to be reduced, and exemptions are 
phased out.   
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Table: 1 Structure of Federal Tax Revenue (in millions) 
 
  
 
Table: 2 Summaries of Open Market Operations 
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Table: 3 Unemployed Pakistan and Provinces (in millions) 
 
 
 
Employment Promotion Policies by the Government of Pakistan 
These policies of government are purely in creation of job market, and human resource development in addressing the 
following areas: 
1. Sectorial Development, 
2. Micro Credit Facilities Through SME Bank, 
3. Micro Credit Facilities Through Khushali Bank, 
4. President Rozgar Scheme by National Bank of Pakistan, 
5. Information Technology, 
6. Overseas Employment, 
7. National Internship Program, 
8. Pakistan Skilling Program, and 
9. Employment by Sectors     
Table: 4 Regional Countries Human Development Indicator 
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Table 5   Composition of CPI Inflation 
 
 
Figure: 2  Historical Trends in CPI 
 
 
 
Tools of Fiscal Policy  
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Literature Review 
(Lewis, 1982) Suggested with the intention of behavior must be scrutinize for the level in the direction of which they are the 
output of fable as well as misperception. He quarrel that whenever mythology and misperceptions are put back with the 
acquaintance a revolutionize in behavior for tax will take place yet if essential thought and core values of tax payers stay 
unchanged along with the law regarding the tax unbothered.In the conclusion the governments should prudently spending 
money in different ways at the level of compliance. 
A modern research accomplished by (Richardson, 2008) recommended with the aim of position of government got 
considerable and optimistic impact on identifying the mind-set towards tax collection.There is broad range of affordable 
mechanism for giving a shelter to poor from taxes on their income. As the governor of Hawaii, Linda Ingle said in her state 
address in 2006, “the bottom line is that we are collecting income taxes from people who simply cannot afford to pay 
them”. Many states would do fit to pay attention to her vocabulary. 
(Daveri & Tabellini, 2000) Passed the argument that reasons for sluggish of economic growth inside Europe after war 
episode is the rapid growth in labor cost, and the labor cost increased only for the reason that high levy on labor earnings, 
amongst extra reasons. 
(Clark, 1993) explored the conduct of trade with regard to utensils investment especially within United States of America 
from 1953-1992, he anticipated that enhance in taxes by 1% will reduce apparatus investment with 0.40%. 
Research of (Cummins, Jason, Kevin, & Glen, 1996) used the data across the country comparison, they inspect the 
impact of levy restructuring on investment decision of over 3000 companies from 1981-1992 within 14 countries. The 
authors calculated that alteration within tax plan did really concern investment intensity in 12 among 14 countries, along 
with Canada. 
A associated issue of impact of levy on investment revenue by (Chetty & Emmanuel, 2004) analyzed the effects of 2003 
dividend levy cut inside United States of America, which decreased the personage income tax load on the dividend from 
utmost rate of 35-15%, they used the data from 1980-2004 and found wide and sharp surge in the payment of dividends 
by companies following the tax cut. 
(Bruce & Mohsin, 2006) offered a pragmatic analysis of tax plan as well as private enterprise within United States of 
America, they analyzed the individual income tax tariff, assets gain taxes, plus company income tax tariff on the rates of 
self-employment, and they found that 1% decrease in capital gain tax rate is negatively associated with self-employment 
rate about 0.11 to 0.15%. 
As noted by Keynesian the main idea of fiscal plan is to protected full employment plus the core gauge for referee 
between various responses of the policy was there employment conception effects (Kregel, 2008). 
Considerable advantage for general public in china has been raising economic autonomy; the scope of private investment 
has been increasing, type of freedom in the sense that number of consumer goods and services are available and too 
much ability is there for moving in china and abroad as well. There is progress in rules of law improvement in China but 
liberties and politicians are restricted (Qain & Wu, 2008) 
Methodology 
Data was collected through secondary source of information from ministry of finance government of Pakistan and the 
economic development variables used as dependent variables for analysis are: (Investment, Inflation and Un-employment 
Rate) from 2000-01 to 2009-10 linear regression was applied to check the degree of association of variables by applying 
the diagnostic tests: 
Results and Discussions 
 
CPI  =α + TCβ + µ 
Model Summary 
Model R R Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 
Std. Error of the 
Estimate 
1 .990
a
 .980 .977 5.94007 
a. Predictors: (Constant), Tax Collection  
 
Results of model summary (R-Square) states that variable entered as independent is rightly predicting the dependent 
variable because of error term is only 2%   
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Coefficients
a
 
Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 
t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) 50.427 4.866  10.364 .000 
Tax Collection .000 .000 .990 19.570 .000 
a. Dependent Variable: Consumer Price Index    
 
And the Tax Collection is highly and positively correlated with the CPI 
In =    α + TCβ + µ  
Model Summary 
Model R R Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 
Std. Error of the 
Estimate 
1 .661
a
 .438 .367 76893.26299 
a. Predictors: (Constant), Tax Collection  
 
As the value of coefficient of determination is not too much higher, this states that explanatory power of the regression 
equation is not as good as to be. 
Coefficients
a
 
Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 
t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) -52986.982 62983.502  -.841 .425 
Tax Collection .175 .070 .661 2.495 .037 
a. Dependent Variable: Net Investments    
Tax collection is positively associated with the net investments 
UER = α + TCβ + µ  
Model Summary 
Model R R Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 
Std. Error of the 
Estimate 
1 .696
a
 .484 .420 .93166 
a. Predictors: (Constant), Tax Collection  
It is very much clear from the above table that regression model applied is exactly fit and significant which further states 
that explanatory power of the regression equation will not be the as good as to be, and can not better predict the 
dependent variable. 
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Coefficients
a
 
Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 
t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) 8.659 .763  11.347 .000 
Tax Collection -2.327E-6 .000 -.696 -2.740 .025 
a. Dependent Variable: Un-Employment Rate    
 
By looking at the results model is not fit according to the value of coefficient of determination and tax collection id 
negatively related to the un-employment rate. 
Conclusion 
While looking at the results and their discussions it is very clearly observed by the researchers that increased tax 
collection will boost the inflation, means producers are shifting the burden of taxes on the consumers which is not a good 
sign for the smooth economic system, and tax collections are not purely concerned with the investment means investors 
are not looking for the tax shelter or rebate but only they are looking to the opportunities, and finally tax collection have 
negative impact on Un-employment rate, which states that improved tax collections are properly utilized in productive 
opportunities in the result un-employment rate is decreasing. 
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